RESTRICTIVE SCHEDULING
LIMITING OPPORTUNITY • DISCOURAGING INVESTMENT • UNDERMINING WORKERS

Washington is on the upswing. Over the last two decades, our city
has seen new growth and investment. Once struggling neighborhoods
have renewed vitality—complete with a growing array of small and
large retailers, independent and chain restaurants, and other new and
emerging businesses.
Investments by a variety of businesses, supported by positive public
policies, have created thousands of jobs, attracted new development,
and encouraged small businesses to put down their roots in District
neighborhoods. As of February 2016, District unemployment has dropped
to 6.5 percent—although we still trail Virginia (4.1 percent) and Maryland
(4.7 percent).

For District employees,
the HSSA will:
 Reduce scheduling flexibility.
 Prevent shift changes or swaps.
 Limit the ability to add or reduce
hours.
 Hinder job mobility and
employment opportunities.

ABOUT THE DC JOBS
AND GROWTH PARTNERSHIP
The partnership is a joint effort among many different types of District
businesses that are concerned policymakers want the city to go
backward. This current proposed legislation as is, distances employee
employer relations, and will drive away additional jobs making it difficult
for some businesses to operate and be productive partners in the city.
Our mission is to defend these businesses against these attacks and
ensure the District keeps moving forward economically.

Consequences for District
Economic Development
New business costs and restrictions
under the HSSA will:

RESTRICTIVE SCHEDULING
WOULD BE A STEP BACK FOR D.C.

 Eliminate positions and reduce job

Proposed legislation being considered by the D.C. Council—the Hours
and Scheduling Stability Act (HSSA)—would be a step backward for
our city. Although this proposed policy purports to help the District’s
workforce, it would actually have severe detrimental consequences for
local economic development, job creation, and retail employees.

 Discourage business expansion

creation.

and new openings.
 Undermine D.C. neighborhood
revitalization.

A PROPOSAL THAT TIES THE HANDS
OF BUSINESSES AND EMPLOYEES
The HSSA contains a number of provisions that threaten the autonomy of local businesses and the flexibility
provided to employees:
 It forces certain retailers and restaurants to establish work schedules at least 21 days in advance, which is highly
impractical for many industries.
 Modifications to schedules will require businesses to pay penalties. These penalties, combined with less efficient
operations, would mean fewer dollars available to reinvest in a business—or create new jobs.
 To make matters worse, the HSSA also mandates that businesses cannot create new part-time jobs until they offer
additional hours to current employees.

DIVIDING THE WORKPLACE
The HSSA will create tension and division in the workplace—even limiting
the voice of employees. The new regulation will:
 Stifle open communications between employers and employees.
 Force employees to look elsewhere for additional hours.
 Replace good-faith compromise with a system of fines and penalties.

OPENING PANDORA’S BOX
A recent study confirmed that several unwanted consequences would emerge if the HSSA is enacted:
 Businesses would offer fewer part-time positions, which would be detrimental to the estimated 86 percent of part-time
employees who specifically seek and prefer part-time work, including many students, older employees, and working
parents.
 Businesses would offer less flexibility to workers, minimizing the ability to change schedules.
 Fully half of District businesses expect to eliminate jobs if the HSSA becomes law.
In recent years, blue-collar, white-collar, and service workers across America have benefited from increased flexibility in
the workplace. Workers can modify their schedules to fit their lifestyles, and businesses have flexibility that enables them
to serve their customers and grow.
The HSSA is a lose-lose proposal that limits these benefits for District employees and employers. Making
matters worse, it would hinder the District’s economic progress by stifling economic growth and new business
development by tying the hands of job providers.

WHAT HAPPENS WHEN…
The world can be unpredictable. Not every event can be forecast 21 days in advance. Businesses should have
flexibility to meet public demand when unexpected events happen.

A SEVERE STORM HITS.

The historic Blizzard of 2016 dropped more than 2 feet of snow on Washington. As residents rushed
to grocery stores, hardware stores, pharmacies, and big box retailers, stores staffed up to ensure that
shelves were stocked and customers served. What will happen during the next big storm if stores can’t
staff up?

MARCHERS DESCEND ON WASHINGTON.

It happens. Overnight, tens of thousands of people arrive in Washington—and visitors and area hosts need
to buy groceries and other supplies. District policy should support such large-scale democracy by enabling
retailers to meet the needs of unexpected visitors.

METRO IS DISRUPTED.

We have already seen recent disruptions to Metro—and we will likely see further disruptions and even
line closures in the coming years. District businesses will struggle when visitors avoid Washington, and
unpredictable staffing challenges will emerge when employees can’t reach work. The HSSA will prevent
local businesses from responding successfully to this emerging era of transit woes.

OUR TEAM ADVANCES TO THE PLAYOFFS.

Area sports fans are often biting their nails as the Nationals, Redskins, Wizards, or Capitals vie for a
playoff spot. If they make it, thousands of area residents head to District stores to stock up for the big
game. District policy shouldn’t encourage shoppers—and jobs—to head to Maryland or Virginia to stores
that have the flexibility to meet this sudden demand.

To be sure, work schedules for many big shopping days—such as Black Friday or Super Bowl Sunday—can be planned
well in advance. But the HSSA will prevent District businesses from adequately serving customers whenever unexpected
events disrupt operations or bring large numbers of people to stores and restaurants.
Over time, the HSSA will send jobs, shoppers, and investment outside the District. It’s time to reconsider this potentially
devastating proposal.

TO LEARN MORE, VISIT HTTP://WWW.DCJOBSANDGROWTH.COM

